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Introduction
 The immune system is a complex network of
tissues, cells and molecules critical to the
maintenance of animal health.
 The Two key components of the adaptive
immune system, antibody- (AMIR) and cellmediated immune response (CMIR) are critical
to the control of extracellular and intracellular
pathogens, respectively.
 The High Immune Response (HIR)™ technology
has been successfully applied to measure the
performance of the adaptive immune system of
dairy cattle.
 Classify animals into high, average and
low immune responders.

Objective

Materials and Methods
Sample Population

The data set consisted of 1,044 IR-phenotyped
Holstein bulls (n=763) and cows (n=281). A total of
254 sire-offspring IR-tested pairs were identified.
Two groups of high and low responders, each
consisting of 50 sire-offspring pairs, were selected
based on AMIR performance of the offspring
(Detailed sample population structure).

Phenotypic Analysis:
yijkl = μ + hi +pj + mk + hpij+ β1×al + β2×dl + eijkl [1]
Click here for description

Results and Discussion
 The mean AMIR phenotype Z-value of the high
responder offspring was +1.26 and the mean
AMIR phenotype Z-value of the low responder
offspring was -1.39 (Figure 1). This difference
was statistically significant (p < 0.0001).
 The mean EBV Z-values among the sires of high
responder offspring was +0.27 and the mean
was -0.81 among sires of low responder
offspring (Figure 1).
 In addition, the linear regression of the

adjusted phenotypes of offspring on the
sires’ EBV was positive (b= 0.81) and
significant (P< 0.0001) (Figure 2).

Standardized Z-values of the animals’ residual
effects in model [1] (adjusted log10 of OD at day
14) were calculated and animals with the 50
highest and 50 lowest Z-values were
categorized into high responder and low
responder groups, respectively.

Genetic Analysis:

High Ave Low

To estimate (co)variance components and
breeding values for AMIR, the same statistical
model [1] as for the phenotypic analysis was used,
but with the addition of the animal random
additive genetic effect (u). The covariance
between animals was modeled by the additive
genetic relationship matrix, using the pedigree
information extracted from Canadian Dairy
Network database, including a total of 23,913
records.

Figure 2

Figure 1
 The significant association between sires' EBV
and offspring phenotype shows the possibility
of genetic improvement for AMIR in dairy
Holstein through sire selection.
 The contribution of genetic potential of sires for
AMIR is similar to some other production traits,
such as milk production.
 The positive association between sires’ EBVs
and their offsprings' phenotypes for AMIR
emphasizes the possibility of breeding for
higher AMIR in Holstein dairy cattle.
 Since AMIR is associated with resistance
to diseases, such as mastitis, disease ccurrence can be decreased by using bulls
with superior immune responses.
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Figure 1- Mean standardized adjusted offspring phenotypes in high
responder and low responder groups and mean of the corresponded
sire EBVs . * indicates significant differences (p <0.0001).
Figure 2 - Regression analysis of standardized
adjusted offspring phenotypes (y axis) on sire
EBVs (x axis).
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Sample population structure

Phenotypic Analysis:
yijkl = μ + hi +pj + mk + hpij+ + β1×al + β2×dl + eijkl [1]
Where yijkl = Log10 of OD at day 14 for the lth animal;
hi = fixed effect of ith housing facility; pj = fixed effect
of jth phase of testing; tk = fixed effect of kth pregnancy
status (heifer, pregnant cow, non-pregnant cow and
bulls); hpij= interaction effect of ith phase and jth
housing facility; β1 = linear coefficient of the fixed
regression on age (al) of the lth animal (in months); β2
= linear coefficient of the fixed regression on = Log10
of OD at day 0 (dl) of the lth animal; eijkl = random
residual effect.
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